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ro Interoretation of the expression "and excluding claims arising under 
Q) -

t a binding contract between the parties specifically providing that 
Q) 

:,..; any disputes thereunder shall be within the sole jurisdiction of 
:,..; 
0 
C) the competent Iranian courts in response to the Maj lis posi tion.,11 

(Article II, paragraph 1, of the Claims Settlement Declaration.) 

_..\.-- Jurisdiction relinquished by Chamber ~wo*tOt,_~;;.....:,;,.,:;;:u~l~l;.....;T~r~i=·b:;;,:::u~n~a~l~.:.,_----~ 

Parties:: 

Three 

Zokor InternationaL Inc., 

Claimant, 

and 

the Government of the Islamic•--------------J 

Republic of Iran, Societe du Chemi 

de Fer Urbain de Teheran et de sa 

Banlieue ("METRO") , 

Respondents. 

Appearances: Mr. Kendall R. Meyer, 

Wilson & Mcilvaine, Chicago, Ill., 

Mr. Hamid Sabi, for the Claimant; 

Mr. Arthur W. Rovine, Agent of the United States 

of America, 

Also present: Mr. Mohammad K. Eshragh, as Agent of the Islamic 

Republic of Iran. 

Article II, paragraph 1, of the Declaration of the Government of 

the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria concerning the 

Settlement of Claims by the Government of the United States of 
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America and the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran ("the 

Claims Settlement Declaration") excludes from the jurisdiction 

of the Tribunal "claims arising under a binding contract between 

the parties specifically providing that any disputes thereunder 

shall be within the sole jurisdiction of the competent Iranian 

courts in response to the Majlis position." 

Three 
_.,..;.V-~ Chamber 'fwo·*of the· Tribunal has relinquished jurisdiction over this 

~ case for the limited purpose of deciding whether the claims therein 
,J"\ 

7arising out of contracts containing provisions for the settlement 

~ of disputes f·a1L within the· scope of the, above-mentioned provision 
I 
'° of the Claims; Settlement Declaration. 
'"Ci 
(lJ 
.µ 
C) 

~ Following orders dated 15 April and 7 July 1982 the parties have 

~-submitted Memorials addressing the jurisdictional issue referred 
u Three /V-: to the Full Tribunal by Chamber 'Pwo-~ Furthermore, a hearing· on 

this issue was held on 21-22 June 1982. 

In March 1978 the Claimant and the Respondent 

METRO, which Claimant alleges to be. an instrumentality of 

the Government of Iran, concluded a contract under which 

the Claimant agreed to manufacture and deliver three tunnelling 

machines. In July 1978 the Claimant and METRO entered 

into a supplementary contract for the sale of three sets of 

mine car trains for use with the tunnelling machines. The Claimant 

also agreed to provide certain after-delivery technical services. 

The claim is based on METRO's alleged failure to perform its 

obligations pursuant to these contracts. Both contracts are drawn 

up in Farsi and contain identical provisions dealing with 

settlement of disputes. These provisions read as follows in 

translation into English. 

ARTICLE 45 - SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 

Should a dispute arise between the Manufacturer 
and the Employer, whether related to the execution 
of the contractual works or about the interpretation 
of the Articles of the contract, general conditions 
of the contract and other contractual documents, 
and if the dispute is not resolved in an amicable 
way, the same shall be referred to competent judicial 
authorities and courts and shall be resolved in 
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accordance with the laws in force in Iran unless 
there is a convention between the Imperial Government 
and the Government of the country of the Manufacturer. 

Claimant contends that this article does not specifically provide 

for the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of Iranian courts, since 

it does not ~rovide that all disputes arising under the contract 

shall be submitted to Iranian courts. 

Respondents assert that the Treaty provisions conferring jurisdiction 

on the, Tribunal should~ be interpreted in a. restricti.ve:.. manner .. 

Iran's agreement to refer disputes to arbitration before the 

Tribunal, Respondents argue, should not be extended beyond what 

clearly has, been intended by tha two Governments. Furthermore, 

Respondents. contend that the provision for. settlement of disputes, 

is an integral part of the contracts, and that these contracts'. do 

not provide_ for reference. of disputes to judicial fora other than 

the judicial fora of Iran. Therefore'., these fora must be considered 

to have sole jurisdiction over the disputes. 

Article 45 of the contracts sets forth that disputes between the 

parties relating to the execution of the contractual works or 

the interpretation of the contracts and related documents shall be 

referred to the competent judicial authorities and courts and shall 

be resolved in accordance with Iranian law. 

Article II, paragraph 1, of the Claims Settlement Declaration 

excludes from the jurisdiction of the Tribunal only claims arising 

under contracts which specifically provide for the sole jurisdiction 

of the competent Iranian courts. 

Article 45 of the contracts does not contain any provision which 

unambiguously restricts jurisdiction to the courts of Tran. 

Consequently, this article does not with sufficient clar~ty fulfil 

the requirements laid down in the exclusion clause of Article II, 

paragraph 1, of the Claims Settlement Declaration. In the instant 

case this conclusion is further supported by the following facts. 

Article 45 confers jurisdiction on the competent judicial 

authorities and courts only in respect of disputes concerning the 
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execution of the contractual works or the interpretation of the 

contract and related documents. As the Tribunal has found in a 

similar case, this formulation means that the parties have left 

certain aspects of the contract outside the jurisdiction of the 

selected courts, if any. Interlocutory Award, dated 5 November 1982, 

in Case No. 159. 

For the, reasons, given above 

the TRIBUNAL holds 

that Article 45 of the, instant contracts does·. not fal.l within the 

scope of the for:um clause exclusion contained in Artic·le IT, 

~ paragraph 1, of the Claims Settlement Declaration. Consequently, 

~ this artic·le, in the· contracts. does not exclude the Tribunal from 
I 

N jurisdiction over claims based on the said contracts . ..... 
I 

\0 

-lC 

Three 
The case is re·ferred back to Chamber "i'wo* for further proceedings .. 

The 0 Hague, 

5 November 1982 

Pierre Bellet 

-===,\.J..._-.__,__.., '-'I ~ -·- "', ·~ \ ~--

Gunnar Lagergren 
(President) 
Concurr~ng in the result 

Mahmoud M. Kashani 
Dissenting ooinion 
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In the name of God, 

Howard M. Holtzmann 
Concurring ooinion 

Shafie Shafeiei 
Dissenting ooinion 

George H. Aldr~ch 

~1)1( .idJ,-,l_ 
Richard M. Mask 
Concurring oninion 

In the: name of God, 

Mostafa Jahangir Sani 
Dissenting opin~on 




